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in the symbol of Pastor Brand. With the dramatic
poem of J$rand> Ibsen at last attained the heights,
heights that no one, even among his enemies, could
seriously call in question. That sudden " finding of
himself", the surprising outburst of matured power
which had produced Kongs-Emnerney here rises to
magnificent fulfilment.
Brand is in many ways the most symbolical and
abstractly unreal of all Ibsen's works; and yet, we
seem to be better informed concerning its fact-bases,
the sources of its ideas and its genesis, than in the
case of any other. The starting-point was an excur-
sion on foot, which Ibsen undertook in the summer of
1862, across the Sognefjeld to the FortundaL A
pastor's family which he came upon, living precariously
under a cliff at Hellesylt in the mountains, provided
the general situation; and an old peasant woman at
Lorn was a model for Brand's mother. But the poem
had older foundations than this. The figure of the
hero himself, and the atmosphere of religious intensity
which envelops him, were memories of Pastor
Lammers in his native town, who, when Ibsen was a
boy, led a pietistic revolt against the state church. A
still nearer model seems to have been a painter, H. C.
Knudsen, who came to Bergen in 1854 when Ibsen
was there. He was a broken man, with a mentally
deranged wife; he passed through a spiritual crisis,
and travelled about the country preaching, ultimately
to lose his life in a snow-storm.1 The nameless types
of Norwegian communal life, who form the staffage
of the drama, may go back to equally old memories,
while it seems not improbable that the figure of Ejnar,
as first conceived, was suggested by the devoted friend
of the poet's early days, Ole Schulerud. Later, in
Rome, Ibsen found a model—possibly mingled with
memories of Henrikke Hoist—for his Agnes, in a
Norwegian girl, Thea Brunn, who was a victim to
consumption and whose early death filled him with
1 S. Host, Ibsens diktning oglbsen selv, Oslo, 1927, p. 131.

